Distinctive Designs Create an Unforgettable Space

Daring, but never chasing a fad, your style exudes a sense of confidence synonymous with Natural Stone Tile Hexagons. Building on the classic indulgence of natural stone, this collection offers large-format hexagons and intriguing mosaics that define your space with classic stone in a modern shape. A linear mosaic with mixed finishes stands alone or can be trimmed and used as an interlocking border that adds depth and dimension to any space. Differentiate your design in both residential and commercial settings.

- **CLASSIC MATERIAL WITH A MODERN SHAPE**
  - Large hexagons and multi-textured mosaics fill the transitional style gap between traditional stone and modern design
  - Large-format size confidently fills your space with a sense of sophistication

- **BLENDS STYLE AND DURABILITY**
  - Exceptional mix of high-design and durability
  - Universal color palette perfect for both residential and commercial settings

---

**USAGE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Floors</th>
<th>Walls</th>
<th>Countertops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**MARBLE**

- **CARRARA WHITE M701**
  - 18” x 20-3/4” Hexagon – Polished

- **BLACK/WHITE BLEND M753**
  - 6” Hexagon Mosaic
  - Polished

- **CARRARA WHITE M701**
  - Random Linear Mosaic*
  - Polished, Honed & Scraped

- **BLACK/WHITE BLEND M753**
  - Multi Random Linear Mosaic*
  - Polished, Honed & Scraped

**TRAVERTINE**

- **TORREON T711**
  - 18” x 20-3/4” Hexagon – Honed

- **CHENILLE WHITE L191**
  - 6” Hexagon Mosaic
  - Honed

- **TORREON T711**
  - Random Linear Mosaic*
  - Polished, Honed & Scraped

**LIMESTONE**

- **CHENILLE WHITE L191**
  - 18” x 20-3/4” Hexagon – Honed

- **CHENILLE WHITE L191**
  - Random Linear Mosaic*
  - Polished, Honed & Scraped

* Mosaic can be cut into thirds to create interlocking decorative border

**NOTES**

Natural stone products inherently lack uniformity and are subject to variation in aesthetics (color, shade, finish, etc.) and performance (hardness, strength, slip resistance, etc.). Natural stone products do not meet minimum coefficient of friction thresholds recommended by safety standard setting organizations. No warranties, expressed or implied, relative to merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose are made regarding the natural stone products distributed by Dal-Tile. Check local building codes prior to specification or installation to verify that product technical characteristics comply with required parameters.

The existence and dimensions of a bevel may vary from lot to lot. Be sure to request a sample of the specific lot you are planning to order if the bevel is an important feature of your job.

For additional application and technical information, refer to the “Stone Usage Guide” at daltile.com/sug.